UP TO $20,000 REWARD

Up to $20,000 is being offered for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the person(s) responsible for the death of Cynthia Haisley.

Cynthia Haisley
Cynthia Haisley, 43, a mother of two and native of Missouri, was found beaten to death under a bridge in northwest Rochester on Oct. 3, 1998. Haisley, who was homeless, had been living under the bridge, possibly with several other people. She had also frequented the Dorothy Day Center and Salvation Army in Rochester. Law Enforcement officials believe there are witnesses that have information that could assist in solving this case.

Please help bring closure to the family and friends of Cynthia Haisley and bring her killer(s) to justice.

Anyone with information about this case is encouraged to contact:

Rochester Police Department at (507) 328-6888
Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, Cold Case Unit at
651-793-7000 or 1-877-996-6222
bcatips@state.mn.us
www.spotlightoncrime.org

Spotlight on Crime is a fund that provides cash rewards for information that helps solve violent crimes. It is a partnership between Minnesota businesses and public safety officials.